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An Information Architecture Approach to
Building a Much Better Digital Library
by Stacy Merrill Surla

Stacy Surla is the Bulletin’s
associate editor for IA. She serves
on the IA Institute Board of
Directors and is a past chair of the
IA Summit. She can be reached at
stacy<at>greenfx.net.

I n H. G. Well’s The Island of Dr. Moreau, the sinister doctor grows bizarre
creatures of flesh and bone to further his vast and evil ambitions. In Isaac
Asimov’s world of the near future, robots manufactured from metals and

polymers are governed by rational principles and serve their human masters for
more domestic reasons. In our own age we have the means to construct entities as
outlandish as Moreau’s and as helpful as Asimov’s, made up of hardware, software
and the engaged human mind. These new organisms are not motivated by an
external spark or by a set of self-contained algorithms. They are animated by the
direct involvement of a person or community and by human knowledge stored,
accessed and shared. We are the ghost in the web machine.

IA and UCD
A website’s information architecture (IA) is the framework, the skeleton upon

which the whole organism of the site stands up. IA gives a site its articulation and
therefore its potential to grow into whatever sort of thing it will be. A good IA can
be simple and elegant, or complex and engaging. A bad or accidental IA could
resemble something that lumbered out of a mad scientist’s vat. Digital libraries are
often grown over time out of perfectly good but originally unrelated pieces and are
particularly at risk of becoming Moreauvian nightmares. To avoid such mistakes
you need a good plan and a well-considered approach. IA methodology will give
you the blueprints for building a much better digital library.

Since the human mind animates the website, the user must be at the center of the
web design process. And since design products have to move back and forth during
their creation among a number of people – design team members, stakeholders, end
users and developers – the web design process should be iterative. User-centered
design (UCD) brings representatives from all concerned parties into the process, and
iteration allows design to be refined from broad to finely detailed. These methods
also help the team figure out which tasks are important to a particular project, get
buy-in where needed, creatively manage the tricky parts that come up and roll out a
successful web application or site.

Information architecture work products (the designs or blueprints for the
website) cover such key elements as the following:

n Navigation, labels and information organization

n Interactions between user and different parts of the website

n Relationships between the site and other objects in its environment (search 
engines, other sites that can contribute or use digital library information,
enterprise-wide navigation and more)

IA uses user-centered design practices in conjunction with other methods to
arrive at these blueprints. >
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A. Project Scope Summary 
Captures high level information for initial customer interview or for a simple project. 
 

Project Name Information Services Redesign (aka InfoLink Redesign) Phase II 
Charge Code 01AAV680-ST or overhead Author  Stacy Surla 
CorpComm Job # N/A Version v-01 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Who is the project Customer (who's paying for the project)? 
Dave Shumaker/Ethel Salonen, R304 
 
Who are the Stakeholders (who else cares about the project)? 
Jean Tatalias, Catherine Howland 
 
Who are the Audiences  (who will use the results of the project)? 
Technical Staff 
Information Analysts (including R304 themselves) 
Administrative Assistants 
New employees in the above categories 
 
What problem is the Customer trying to solve (problem statement)? 
MITRE staff don't know where to go to access electronic Information Services (according to the 2005 LibQual 
survey and discussion at 2005 CCKS Offsite meeting).  The current InfoLink site ties together a large number 
of subsites and external resources, but has inconsistent navigation and information organization, a crowded and 
confusing visual design, and much outdated or duplicative information.  The site is not tailored to key audiences 
or the tasks they're trying to fulfill, but is based on R304 organizational structure (current and past).  The 
subsites reflect individual "best solutions" rather than a wholistic approach to providing services or maintaining 
the InfoLink collections.  As a result, information is hard to find and the gems are hidden. 
 
In summary, what will this project achieve (project purpose)? 
Reorganize InfoLink to: 
- Make information resources easier to find and use 
- Make InfoServices website and collections easier to maintain 
 
What major outcomes and/or deliverables will be produced? 
Redesigned site launched by end of December 2006.   Plan for Phase III covering proposed next steps.   
 
What larger business or agency goal does this project serve? 
Provide MITRE staff with the knowledge resources and environment to work effectively  
 
 

Reference documents: 
 
Documents in R304 Teamsite under the "Infolink Redesign Team" folder.  Shortcut http://tiny.mitre.org/32c 
Issues and Mitigations log (list of actual problems and steps being taken to deal with them) - TBD 







Persona Tasks and Information Services Needs 
 
Joan, Subject-specific Engineer 

o Is working with a sponsor on a technical project for the full fiscal year 
o Conducts research and testing, modeling and simulation, and contributes technical knowledge 
o Shares an office in Bedford and has a collaborator in San Diego 
o Creates new things and ideas 

 
o Uses CommunityShare to collaborate 
o Likes to search and has an academic learning style 
o Wants the latest and best information fed to her 
o Finds standards through articles or her working group 

 
o Needs research on her subject 
o Needs to learn to use digital libraries on her own 
o Needs to get news from a wide variety of sources 

 
o Can we get her to contribute technical knowledge to the MII? 

 
 
April, Analyst external to R304 

o Works with a dozen customers who contact her with requests 
o Does research on a given subject, adds analysis and presents a report 

 
o Knows where to find subject matter experts 
o Views Infolink strictly as MITRE resources, not R304 specific 
o Uses Infolink without using the staff  
o Uses MITRE resources in digital libraries where seats are paid for 
o Gets alerts, feeds, subscribes to lists, gets news fed to her 

 
o Needs to navigate straight to known resources 
o Needs to get in-depth information on her subjects 

 
o She synthesizes information into knowledge; can we capture that? 

 
 
Deborah Lynne, Administrative Assistant 

o Does calendar work for project management tasks and room scheduling, given by her 
management team, and deals with overall division-level tasks 

o Responsible for uploading items to the division’s CommunityShare site 
 

o Gets training on new applications as soon as ISIS rolls out a new product so she can support 
others’ use of these applications. 

o Reads MII newsfeeds, but not a big newsreader or researcher 
o Uses MII Google first, then turns to InfoDesk or someone she knows from the InfoServices 

Department whom she contacts once a month 
 

o Needs quick, accurate answers to urgent questions 
o Needs occasional CommunityShare assistance 
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